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ABSTRACT

The notion of a aatcllita «bout ita cantar of maea ia atudied using a

eeui-analytical method. Torquea produced by conaervativa and non conaervative

forcaa ara conaidered. An analytical nodal ia proposed for aolar radiation torquea.

Andoyer variable» are used to describe the rotational notion. Analytical equations

are used to transform osculating to a mean act of differential equations. Since

the mean equations are nore slowly varying,a numerical integration uaing large

atep aise can be perfomed to obtain the mean state at a later tine.

INTRODUCTION

The use of analytical methods to analyre the rotational motion of

artificial satellites has been of prime importance in connection vith many

satellite aissions. However an analytical aolution become very cumbersome when ve

uae realistic models for non gravitational perturbativa torques.

In this paper ve present a semi-analytical method Co propagate the

elements that describe the attitude of aa artificial satellite. The aolution ia

obtained by firat uaing an averaging method to eliminate short period terms.

These mean set of differential aquations are than integrated numerically (or

analytically «hen it is possible). Since the mean aquationa «re more alowly

varying than the osculating ones the numerical integration can be perfomed using

larger step site than usual.

furthermore it will be considered here an artificial Earth aatellite of

cilindrlcal shape, traveling in a fixed elliptical orbit»ao that all the

torques, with the exception of gravitational and solar radiation pressure, can ba

ignored. The solar radiation pressure torque will be considered of second order

with respect to the gravitational.
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SOLAR RADIATION PRESSURE TORQUES

The general expression for the solar radiation pressure toroues can be

given by (Georgevick (1973)):

• i

3 - - — I j ( B(6)r x n • b coa • r x u >dA (1)
R7

where: a) k - 1,01 x 1017 kg a/s; b) R is the Sun-satellite distance; c) r gives

the position of the surface element dA with respect to the center of mass of the

satellite; d) n is a unit vector along the outer normal; e) u la a unit vector

along Che direction of the flux t f) cos • • 5 . u ;

g) B(0) - a cos 6 • c cos2 • { h) a, b and c are paraaetera related with. the

coefficienta of specular and diffuse reflexions.

Let Oxys be a systea with its origin at Che center ofaass of the. satellite

with its axea parallel to the principal central axes of inertia of the satellite.

This systea can be related to the absolute equatorial aysCea by the matrix L whose

elements are functions of the Andoyer variables (Kinoahlta (1972)). Thus the

vectors r, a and u can be expressed in the system Oxys and then:

M - N, S * N2 5 • N3 i (2)

where the N.(i - 1,2.3) are functions of the Andoyer variables (KinoshiCa (1972)),

of the right ascension a and declination 6" of the Sun, of the spherical

coordinates of the surface eleaent dA and Its outer normal.

EQUATIONS OP MOTION

The equations of the rotational notion of a rigid cylindrical artificial

satellite of mass M, taking into account Che gravitational potencial between the

bodies and the direct solar radiation pressure can be put in the following forat

d T 3L£ *i |3"'

(i - 1. 2, 3)

d Li 3H

with

H - Ho(lM. L7> • H,(L., tj) i - 1.....6 (4)
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and

H, - ü~- (C - A)f (5b)

H

Her», L, and I., for i - 1,2,3, ara the Andoyer variables .and, for

1 - 4,5,6, are the Delaunay variables. Alsoi a) A(B - A) and C are Che principal

Moments of Inertia of the satellites b)f is a function of the ft. and L., «here

the tj variables (i - 1.....6) appear in the arguments of the cosines. This

function *• shown in Zanardi (1986) taking B - A; c) P£ and Q£ (i - 1.2,3)

coae from the solar radiation pressure (shadow vas not conaidered).

When expressed in terns of Andoyer variables the functions P. and Q.

take the following font

Pi ' Pi(li» Li* °* *• •• bp c ) " Pia * Plp

<b • (fed,, L.» o, 6, a, b, c) - Q J # • Q3p (6c)

i - 1,2,3 í J - 1,2.

where P. and Q are terns independent of l2 snd t3

APPLICATIOHS OP THE R0R1 METHOD

The solution of system (3) when Pj - Q^ • 0, can be obtained by the Hori

method (Hori (1966)). The first order solution will be (Zanartfi (1986))t

(I - 1. 2, 3)

*l " llo *Ht <7b)

where If are constants; i. - it * n.t; If are constsntst 6Lf and <t| era

periodic functions; n. * n.(L*, L*) and, nj • (T.
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FIRST ORDER PERTURBATION III P. AMD Qj

Applying Lagrange'a method of variation of parameter* in the system (3)

we obtain the following •••tea (Vilhena de Moraea (1981)):

«
• \ • U\ - ^ - Qk ̂ - ) (8.)

(8b)

where the barred variables are mean functions of I? and IJ and 6L. and 61. are

parts of the aolution without solar radiations pressure given by equations (7a)

and (7b). Also

»(«L ) »(«L.)

where H* is the Hamiltonian of the unperturbed problem (P. - Q. - 0) after the

application of the Rori's method.

It is worthy to note that a transformation was introduced to avoid

spurious mixed terms.

The system (8) is, generally, difficult to be integrated analitically

when we consider perturbationsthat are not determiniatically known. Meanwhile,

neglecting coupling terms we get:

i* - nt • 6nt • Pj (10»)

(i - I. X 3)
LJ - Qt (10b)

where, by equations (6a),(6b),(6c), P. - \ #»Qj • QJg. Q« • 0 for j - 1,2.

These simplified averaged variational equations of motion, where the

right-hand sides are free from the fast varying variables t\ and t2, can ba

integrated numerically with large step sice.

Given the initial conditions for the osculating elements the associated

averaged elements can be evaluated from the transformation (7) with reasonable

accuracy by iteration.

Therefore the analytical expression of the solution of the system (10)

can be obtained by the method of sucessive approximations and then

If - t*o • t*̂  t t tjo and tfa art. constants; i - 1, 2, J (lla)

LJ - LJo - const. ; j - 1. 2 (lib)

I* - Lt,0 • Lf, t ; l«,0 and Lfg are constants ( n c )
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Thus, the solar radiation pressure torque gives rise to secular perturbations in

all the angular variables I. and to a aecular variation in the inclination of

the plane which is perpendicular to the angular momentum.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been showed a semi-analytical net hod to atudy the influence of

Che gravity-gradient and aolar radiation pressure torques on the rotational

motion of an artificial Earth's satellite. An analytical expression waa given for

the solar radiation pressure torque so that analytical solution to averaged

equations could be obtained by the method of the successive approximation. For a

rather sophisticated models and /or other perturbations, a numerical evaluation

may be the most feasible approach to estimate the mean state.
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